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Recommended Reading List: 
K-3 Science 

 Topic Title Author Reading Level Description 

 

Senses 

Look, Listen, 
Taste, Touch, 

and Smell 
Learning About 

Your Five 
Senses 

Hill Nettleton K-3 

Do you know how your five sense help you? Find 
out how your sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch 
help you understand the world around you in this 

story about your amazing body. 

 

Trees & 
Weather 

Down Comes 
The Rain 

Franklyn M. 
Branley 

N 

After rain comes down, the sun comes out and 
dries the puddles. But the water isn't gone. The 

heat from the sun has turned it into water vapor-it 
has evaporated. Eventually, this moisture in the air 
condenses to form new clouds. Soon the rain will 

fall again. Read on to find out all the ups and 
downpours of the water cycle! 

 
Find It At A Hennepin Library Near You! 

 

Trees & 
Weather 

Exploring Fall Terri DeGezelle J 

Put on a sweater and jump in some dry fall leaves. 
Cheer your favorite football team. Watch squirrels 

gather nuts. See how fall brings changes for 
weather, people, plants, and animals 

 

Trees & 
Weather 

Exploring 
Winter 

Terri DeGezelle J 

Even if it doesn’t snow where you live, winter is 
the coldest season. Trees rest and wait for spring. 
People get out their heavy coats. See how winter 
brings changes for weather, people, plants, and 

animals. 

https://catalog.hclib.org/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=13SM362323E70.697914&profile=elibrary&uri=link=3100020~!2300992~!3100026~!3100028&aspect=basic_search&menu=search&ri=3&source=~!horizon&term=Down+comes+the+rain+%2F&index=UTL#focus
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Trees & 
Weather 

Exploring 
Spring 

Terri DeGezelle J 

Get out your raincoat because spring showers are 
here. Watch plants sprout and baby animals take 

their first steps. See how spring brings changes for 
weather, people, plants, and animals. 

 

Trees & 
Weather 

Exploring 
Summer 

Terri DeGezelle J 

Put on some shorts and try to stay cool in the hot 
summer season. Watch fruit ripen and baby 

animals grow up. See how summer brings changes 
for weather, people, plants, and animals. 

 

Trees & 
Weather 

Clouds 
Maryellen 
Gregoire 

2-4 
Describes clouds, how they form, and how they 

affect the weather. 

 

Trees & 
Weather 

Are Trees 
Alive? 

Debbie S. 
Miller 

M 

An introduction to trees that compares parts of a 
tree to parts of the human body, with illustrations 
and brief descriptions of trees found around the 

world. 
 

Find It At A Hennepin Library Near You! 

https://catalog.hclib.org/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=13SM362323E70.697914&profile=elibrary&uri=link=3100020~!2451480~!3100026~!3100028&aspect=basic_search&menu=search&ri=9&source=~!horizon&term=Are+trees+alive%3F+%2F&index=UTL#focus
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Trees & 
Weather 

From Maple 
Trees to Maple 

Syrup 

Kristin 
Thoennes 

Keller 
L 

An introduction to the basic concepts of food 
production, distribution, and consumption by 

tracing the production of maple syrup from maple 
trees to the finished product. 

 
Find It At A Hennepin Library Near You! 

 

Trees & 
Weather 

Fall Is Here! I 
Love It! 

Elaine W. 
Good 

K-3 

This book captures the essence of fall as it comes 
to the family farm. A young child enjoys its sights, 

colors, tastes, and smells. Vibrant watercolors 
show the observable characteristics of the season. 

 

 

Animals 
2x2 

Animals in 
Danger 

Ellen Catala 3-5 

Learn what animals need to survive and how 
humans are disrupting their space and endangering 

their lives. 
 

 

Animals 
2x2 

All Around Me 
I See 

Laya Steinberg K-3 

With eyes wide open to the mysteries of nature, a 
child on a hike discovers that "a leaf is a boat for a 
beetle" and that "a nest is a cradle for eggs." Tired 
from her long walk, she sleeps-and in her dream 

she flies like a bird and marvels at the beauty 
around her. 

https://catalog.hclib.org/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=13SM362323E70.697914&profile=elibrary&uri=link=3100020~!2572468~!3100026~!3100028&aspect=basic_search&menu=search&ri=11&source=~!horizon&term=From+maple+trees+to+maple+syrup+%2F&index=UTL#focus
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Animals 
2x2 

At Home In 
The Rain Forest 

Diane Willow K-3 

From the tops of the tropical trees to the forest 
floor, this book shows the interrelationships of 
plants and animals that thrive at each level of an 

Amazonian rain forest. 
 

Find It At A Hennepin Library Near You! 

 

Paper 
Fabric 
Wood 

Floating and 
Sinking 

Karen Bryant-
Mole 

H 

Describes why things float or sink and presents 
simple experiments to demonstrate the scientific 

principles involved. 
 

 

Paper 
Fabric 
Wood 

Tool Book Gail Gibbons H 
Simply illustrated, this book depicts all kinds of 
woodworking tools and how they are used in 

building. 

 

Pebbles 
Silt 

Sand 
The Big Rock Bruce Hiscock K 

This concept book tells how a large granite rock in 
the forest came to be and its changes over time. 

Geological terms are explained and can be 
enhanced with teacher support. Full-page, realistic 

illustrations help to clarify the story. 
 

Find It At A Hennepin Library Near You! 

https://catalog.hclib.org/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=13SM362323E70.697914&profile=elibrary&uri=link=3100020~!1961840~!3100026~!3100028&aspect=basic_search&menu=search&ri=19&source=~!horizon&term=At+home+in+the+rain+forest+%2F&index=UTL#focus
https://catalog.hclib.org/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=13SM362323E70.697914&profile=elibrary&uri=link=3100020~!1887446~!3100026~!3100028&aspect=basic_search&menu=search&ri=29&source=~!horizon&term=The+big+rock+%2F&index=UTL#focus
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Pebbles 
Silt 

Sand 

Digging Up 
Dinosaurs 

Aliki P 

Introduces various types of dinosaurs whose 
skeletons and reconstructions are seen in 

museums. Explains how scientists uncover, 
preserve, and study fossilized dinosaur bones. 

 
Find It At A Hennepin Library Near You! 

 

Pebbles 
Silt 

Sand 

Dirt: The Scoop 
on Soil 

Natalie M. 
Rosinsky 

K-3 

Discusses the nature, uses, and importance of soil 
and the many forms of life that it supports. 

 
Find It At A Hennepin Library Near You! 

 

Rocks 
Let's Go Rock 

Collecting 
Roma Gans 

P 
K-4 

Holly Keller has created vivacious new paintings 
for this favorite Reading Rainbow title about 
geology. Readers follow two enthusiastic rock 
hounds around the globe as they add to their 
collection. Along the way they will learn how 

sedimentary, metamorphic, and igneous rocks are 
formed. From the Egyptian pyramids to Roman 

roads, from the diamond ring on your finger to the 
pebbles under your feet. Rocks are everywhere! 

 
Find It At A Hennepin Library Near You! 

 

Insects 
Dandelions: 
Stars in the 

Grass 
Mia Posada NR 

Rhyming verse filled with information tells the life 
story of the dandelion, not as a weed, but as a 

beautiful flower. Focuses on the life cycle during 
the summer, as it grows, blossoms, and multiplies. 

 
Find It At A Hennepin Library Near You! 

https://catalog.hclib.org/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=13SM362323E70.697914&profile=elibrary&uri=link=3100020~!419805~!3100026~!3100028&aspect=basic_search&menu=search&ri=31&source=~!horizon&term=Digging+up+dinosaurs+%2F&index=UTL#focus
https://catalog.hclib.org/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=13SM362323E70.697914&profile=elibrary&uri=link=3100020~!2539994~!3100026~!3100028&aspect=basic_search&menu=search&ri=33&source=~!horizon&term=Dirt+%3A+the+scoop+on+soil+%2F&index=UTL#focus
https://catalog.hclib.org/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=13SM362323E70.697914&profile=elibrary&uri=link=3100020~!426872~!3100026~!3100028&aspect=basic_search&menu=search&ri=35&source=~!horizon&term=Let%27s+go+rock+collecting+%2F&index=UTL#focus
https://catalog.hclib.org/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=13SM362323E70.697914&profile=elibrary&uri=link=3100020~!488239~!3100026~!3100028&aspect=basic_search&menu=search&ri=37&source=~!horizon&term=Dandelions+%3A+stars+in+the+grass+%2F&index=UTL#focus
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Insects 
Bugs! Bugs! 

Bugs! 
Bob Barner D 

Provides a first look at bugs through rhyming text 
and vivid, colorful collage illustrations. A “bug-o-

meter” chart answers questions about 
characteristics of eight common bugs. 

 

 

Insects 
About Insects: 
A Guide for 

Children 
Cathryn Sill K-3 

Explains the basic characteristics that all insects 
share, while offering a close look at a few of the 

many animals in this diverse category. 
 

Find It At A Hennepin Library Near You! 

 

Insects 
The Best Book 

of Bugs 
 

Claire Llewellyn M 

The Best Book of Bugs looks at the life cycles, 
habitats, and amazing diversity of insects and 

spiders in stunning close-up detail. This book has 
everything a young etymologist would ever want to 

know. 
 

Find It At A Hennepin Library Near You! 

 

Balance 
Motion 

Back and Forth 
Patricia J. 
Murphy 

G 
A simple introduction to back-and-forth 

movement. 

https://catalog.hclib.org/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=13SM362323E70.697914&profile=elibrary&uri=link=3100020~!153458~!3100026~!3100028&aspect=basic_search&menu=search&ri=39&source=~!horizon&term=About+insects+%3A+a+guide+for+children+%2F&index=UTL#focus
https://catalog.hclib.org/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=13SM362323E70.697914&profile=elibrary&uri=link=3100020~!1201135~!3100026~!3100028&aspect=basic_search&menu=search&ri=41&source=~!horizon&term=The+best+book+of+bugs+%2F&index=UTL
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Balance 
Motion 

How Do You 
Lift A Lion? 

Robert E. Wells O 

Provides a simple introduction to the use of levers, 
pulleys, and wheels to move heavy objects. 

Technical terms are introduced in the text as well 
as in a glossary. 

 

 

Balance 
Motion 

Screws to the 
Rescue 

 
Sharon Thales 1-3 

What do video game controllers, eyeglasses, and 
phones all have in common? They all have screws! 
Read Screws to the Rescue to learn what screws 

are, how they work, and how these simple 
machines can save the day. 

 

 

Solids 
Liquids 

Solid, Liquid or 
Gas? 

Sally Hewitt P 

Presents information about the properties of 
solids, liquids, and gases, using observation and 

activities. 
 

 

Solids 
Liquids 

Is It Rough? Is 
It Smooth? Is It 

Shiny? 
Tana Hoban K-3 

Color photographs without text introduce objects 
of many different textures, such as pretzels, foil, 

hay, mud, a kitten, and bubbles. 
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Solids 
Liquids 

Metal 
Sara Louise 

Kras 
1-3 

Includes information about metals, what they are 
and how we use them. Bibliography and index. 

 

 

Structures 
of Life 

Animal 
Defenses: How 
Animals Protect 

Themselves 

Etta Kaner 3-5 

Allows the reader to observe various mechanisms 
of protection including poisonous skin, 
camouflage, group living, and imitation. 

 
Find It At A Hennepin Library Near You! 

 

Structures 
of Life 

Castles, Caves, 
and 

Honeycombs 
Linda Ashman 

F 
K-2 

Describes unique places where animals build their 
homes, such as a heap of twigs on a castle tower or 

the space inside a tree. 
 

Find It At A Hennepin Library Near You! 

 

Structures 
of Life 

Crayfish 
Lola M. 
Schaefer 

K-3 
A basic introduction to crayfish, focusing on their 
physical characteristics, habitat, diet, and activities. 

 

https://catalog.hclib.org/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=13SM362323E70.697914&profile=elibrary&uri=link=3100020~!2634934~!3100026~!3100028&aspect=basic_search&menu=search&ri=52&source=~!horizon&term=Animal+defenses.+%2F&index=UTL#focus
https://catalog.hclib.org/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=13SM362323E70.697914&profile=elibrary&uri=link=3100020~!135306~!3100026~!3100028&aspect=basic_search&menu=search&ri=54&source=~!horizon&term=Castles%2C+caves%2C+and+honeycombs+%2F&index=UTL#focus
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Sun 
Moon 
Stars 

Brightest in the 
Sky: The Planet 

Venus 
Nancy Loewen K-4 

Not only is Venus the hottest planet in the solar 
system, it's also one of the brightest, most 

enchanting objects in the sky. Explore Earth's 
closest neighbor in this book about Venus. 

 

Sun 
Moon 
Stars 

Day Light, 
Night Light: 
Where Light 
Comes From 

Franklyn M. 
Branley 

M 
K-2 

Describes the physical properties of light. A child 
observes light from a jar of fireflies and candles on 
a birthday cake as examples of light coming from 

sources of heat. 
 

Find It At A Hennepin Library Near You! 

 

Sun 
Moon 
Stars 

The First Moon 
Landing (series) 

Steve 
Kortenkamp 

1-3 

Did you know that it took three days for the first 
astronauts to reach the moon? Or that the first 

men on the moon left experiments that scientists 
still use today? Explore the first moon landing and 

what it taught us about our solar system. 

 

Sun 
Moon 
Stars 

Moonstick : 
Seasons of the 

Sioux 
Eve Bunting O 

A young Dakota Indian boy describes the changes 
that come both in nature and in the life of his 
people with each new moon of the Sioux year. 

 
Find It At A Hennepin Library Near You! 

https://catalog.hclib.org/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=13SM362323E70.697914&profile=elibrary&uri=link=3100020~!489864~!3100026~!3100028&aspect=basic_search&menu=search&ri=58&source=~!horizon&term=Day+light%2C+night+light+%3A+where+light+comes+from+%2F&index=UTL#focus
https://catalog.hclib.org/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=135290E54J9F7.421922&profile=elibrary&uri=link=3100020~!2290606~!3100026~!3100028&aspect=basic_search&menu=search&ri=3&source=~!horizon&term=Moonstick+%3A+the+seasons+of+the+Sioux+%2F&index=UTL#focus
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Sun  
Moon 
Stars 

Thirteen Moons 
on a Turtle’s 

Back 
Joseph Bruchac Not Available 

The thirteen moons on Turtle's shell stand for the 
13 cycles of the moon, each with its own name 
and a story that relates to the changing seasons. 
Joseph Bruchac and Jonathan London collaborate 
to reveal the beauty of the natural world around 
us, while Thomas Locker's illustrations honor both 
Native American legends and the varied American 
landscape. 

 
Find It At A Hennepin Library Near You! 

 

Matter 
Energy 

Energy from 
the Sun 

Allan Fowler 
I 

1-2 

Defines energy and examines why energy from the 
Sun is necessary for life on Earth. 

 
Find It At A Hennepin Library Near You! 

 

Matter 
Energy 

Matter: See it, 
Touch it, Taste 

it, Smell it 

Darlene R. 
Stille 

1-4 
Explains the different types of matter and how 
matter changes from one state to another with 

heat or pressure. 

 

https://catalog.hclib.org/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=135290E54J9F7.421922&profile=elibrary&uri=link=3100020~!1965921~!3100026~!3100028&aspect=basic_search&menu=search&ri=1&source=~!horizon&term=Thirteen+moons+on+turtle%27s+back+%3A+a+Native+American+year+of+moons+%2F&index=UTL#focus
https://catalog.hclib.org/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=13SM362323E70.697914&profile=elibrary&uri=link=3100020~!2300978~!3100026~!3100028&aspect=basic_search&menu=search&ri=61&source=~!horizon&term=Energy+from+the+sun+%2F&index=UTL#focus

